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The Virtual Benefits of the 2021 World Ag Expo

working to accommodate all fields of agriculture. field stay updated on topics like COVID-related and sustainability, soil management practices and food

By Audrey Hill, Feature Contributor, Valley Ag Voice Attendance from foreign exhibitors rose throughout safety, changes that have occurred or are projected to insecurity in the Central Valley.
From February 9th to 11th, exhibitors from all over
the country came together through the World Ag
Expo to share their knowledge and experience about
agriculture with the world. Hosted each year at the
International Agri-Center located in Tulare, the expo
is the largest annual agriculture exposition in the world!
This year attendance reached 1,400 exhibitors and
upwards of 100,000 attendees, and they continue to
grow each year. However, the expo was not always
as large as it is now.

the years, eventually earning the expo the name The occur in ag economy and policy, and updates about
World Ag Expo in 2001.
international trade and industry outputs. As large
This year marks another milestone for the expo. changes seem to occur more and more frequently
COVID-19 still dictates much of our lives and the these days, it is crucial for farmers to stay up to date
expo is no exception. It could have been an easy on this information. The expo has traditionally made
year to abandon all efforts and push it back to next information very accessible and luckily, this year’s
year until everything can be in person once again. seminars were able to communicate this necessary info.

However, as Jennifer Fawkes, director of marketing
for the International Agri-Center said, “Ag didn’t
stop working, so we didn’t either.” Thanks to Ms.
The World Ag Expo started in 1968 and was orig- Fawkes and the rest of the Agri-Centers dedicated
inally called The California Field and Row Crop team, the show went on.
Equipment Show. Starting out, attendance was roughly This year may be one of the most important years
150 exhibitors and 28,000 attendees, and focused for the expo. Although it was held virtually, with
mainly on presenting large field equipment. After some seminars as prerecorded YouTube videos and
the success of that first year, they changed its name to others as Zoom conferences meetings, the information
The California Farm Equipment Show and started provided is helping farmers and others in the ag

This year’s exhibitors’ backgrounds range from
students and researchers to heads of large companies
and everywhere in between. Most exhibitors were
California growers, ag-related project managers and
business figure heads relaying information about
their specific field, how it has changed and where it
is going. Exhibits themselves discussed a wide spread
of ideas. Main topics centered around California
water supply, hemp production, as well as the state of
the economy, fruit and nut industry updates, energy

Growers Thrive When We Participate in
the Process
By Jenifer VanAlstein, Feature Contributor,
Valley Ag Voice

among other climate change initiatives, directed the
California Natural Resources Agency to establish the
California Biodiversity Collaborative and charged
the collaborative with developing an action plan to
preserve and enhance biodiversity protection, habitat
restoration, wildfire-resiliency, sustainably managed
landscapes, and other conservation outcomes. Most
notably, the Governor’s goal in this Executive Order is
to conserve at least 30% of California’s land and coastal
waters by 2030. The Executive Order came after a
similar bill failed in the Legislature, the correct branch
that policy such as this should have gone through.

Governor and past state leaders have done to other
industries, most notably, oil and gas. While the goal of
preserving our state’s natural resources and landscapes
is no doubt a worthwhile goal, the devil is always in the
details and, speaking from experience, in government
implementation. For decades, California’s policies
pushed further and further on stringent regulation of
petroleum extraction, until finally, it was plainly stated
that the goal of the state is to eliminate oil production.
But for years, it was disguised as environmental regulation. I do not see much difference in the actions the
state is currently taking in the agriculture industry.

This month, the California Department of Food
and Agriculture (CDFA) held a series of “Farmer
and Rancher-Led Climate Change Solutions
Stakeholder Meetings.” I would venture to say these
were not in fact farmer and rancher led, as these
community stakeholder meetings were required
under an Executive Order issued by Governor Perhaps I am jaded and cynical, but these types As mentioned, the goal of conservation, preservation,
Newsom (Executive Order N-82-20). This Order, of Executive Orders are eerily similar to what this and environmental quality are not bad goals. I do
not believe there is anyone in the state, regardless of
political affiliation, that would say we should not be
good stewards of the land. As Californians, we are
PRSRT-STD
incredibly blessed with beautiful landscapes and rich
U.S. Postage
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soil. This allows for our state to have an extremely
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diverse economy, something any other state would
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love to have at their discretion. But the issue is always
Santa Ana, CA
how to balance economy and conservation. And the
goal is constantly moving.

Although the in-person exhibits and demonstrations
were cancelled this year, those behind the scenes worked
diligently to make the experience comparable and the
information available online. Ms. Fawkes relayed that
See Virtual Benefits on the Next Page

San Joaquin Valley
at a Crossroads

Sign, “Help! Solve The Water Crisis,” posted by a flowering
almond orchard, addresses the lack of water for agricultural
use–Bakersfield, CA (Inga Spence / Science Source)

By Scott Hamilton
President, Hamilton Resource Economics
The San Joaquin Valley, its people, its environment,
and its economy stand at a crossroads, perhaps
even a precipice. For too long the SJV has been
drawing on groundwater resources faster than they
can be replenished. That condition was simply
unsustainable, and it led to implementation of the
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA)
by the California legislature. The Act requires these
groundwater resources be sustainable by the year 2040.
There are only two ways to achieve sustainability:
to decrease demand requiring the fallowing of vast
acreages of productive farmland or increasing the rate
of ground water replenishment. The first alternative
has dire consequences.

During these discussions led by the CDFA, background
presentations were provided on existing programs also
aimed at climate change solutions. This is an important
aspect that is too often overlooked by lawmakers. Let’s
take a second to recognize the hard work and high
cost that farmers and ranchers have already invested
into making notable changes in business operations.
The groups that continue to push for “real climate

David Sunding, a professor at the University of
California Berkeley, estimated the consequences for
the valley. His study suggests that around 1,000,000
acres, equivalent to 20% of the irrigated farmland in
the valley, could come out of production. That would
result in the loss of $7 billion per year in lost revenues
to farmers, farm workers, and the myriad of people
employed in industries that support agriculture. The
loss of farm jobs could exceed 42,000 increasing to

See Growers on Page 12

See San Joaquin Valley on Page 3
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President’s Message:

Executive Overreach & Curious
Levels of Comfortability
By John Moore
President, Kern County
Farm Bureau

outdoor heritage and provide clean water and air.”
As unobtrusive and reasonable as this sounds, the
tacit threat of impending government involvement is
aimed at the private landowner and dictates resource
and land management by removing the capacity for
self-governance in the name of climate emergency.
The original bill with similar content failed, but
the current governor picked up the mantle in order
to create a framework for his party and regulators
to follow. The legislative process was bypassed for
the purpose of long-term strategic management of
working and natural lands, which is a fancy way of
saying the state government aims to dictate to the
private landowner what is best for themselves and
the populace. Spoiler alert: the government knows
less about proper land management than a newborn
knows about sleeping through the night.

The pandemic has shifted normal operating procedures in more ways than one. Employees and
employers have adjusted to new safety protocols
and some have shifted to “working from home.”
For many this will be a “new normal” (which is an
equally annoying term to the now wildly overused
“unprecedented”). Unfortunately, the same can be
said of the state and federal government’s new and
improved management style of consistent executive
actions. The executive branches in both the state
and federal government are acting in increasingly
authoritative fashion to the legislature and body
politic at large. The California state government
and its current leader have set the framework for a Top-down control is not how government should be
top-down style of government management, and it run in a democratic nation. Government should be a
is both dangerous and needs to be halted.
function of its citizens and the representatives those
The recent executive action taken by the current citizens elect. In fact, it’s amazing to this author that,
California governor in what is often referred to as that statements needs reiterating. Government should
“30 by 30” is the beginning of a new strategy hailed not be a function of a powerful few in order to use
as an innovated solution to climate change. The the levers of power to dictate a strategy proclaimed
executive order N-82-20 states “California’s natural as the saving grace for climate change. The attempt
and working lands – our forests, rangelands, farms, to use “30 by 30” as an environmental strawman
wetlands, coast, deserts, and urban greenspaces will ultimately result in the loss of landowner rights
– sustain our economy, support our unique biodi- if all parties do not push back. This framework is
versity, contribute to the global food supply, support also being monitored and subsequently implemented
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The United Voice of Kern County’s Farming Community

Administrator’s Report
By Colleen Taber
Administrator, Kern
County Farm Bureau

The Kern Count y
agricultural community
patiently awaits the creation and implementation of the COVID vaccine
process. We are waiting for our turn. While we wait,
let’s prepare and have data ready as we are on deck COVID-19 Employer Vaccine Survey Form: forms.
and next up to bat.
gle/QHpFuwDz9VXkHExi9
Kern County Farm Bureau with local public health, If you have any questions about this form, please
hospitals, and clinics aim to assist your organization contact ctaber@kerncfb.com.
with the vaccination effort. As vaccine rollout for the
Kern County ag sector draws near, we are looking Who is currently receiving the vaccine in Kern:
kernpublichealth.com/covid-19-vaccine-schedule/
to help facilitate vaccine sites.

If you are an employer interested in participating in If you have any questions about the rollout of the
the vaccination process or are interested in hosting vaccines, please contact our Kern County Public
a vaccine site, please complete the survey form Health Department: kernpublichealth.com.
by the new federal administration. This framework
was similarly enacted through executive order under
the guise of immediate doom from the climate crisis
resulting in the rejoining of the “Paris Accord,” halting
of the Keystone XL pipeline, the resurgence Waters of
the U.S. rule, etc. A coalition of federal advocacy groups,
including the American Farm Bureau Federation, is
pushing back on the federal level, and both KCFB and
CFBF are doing the same on the state level.

not elect the regulators who now have an outsized
level of power over both private and public policy. The
basic function of English common law is dangerously
close to being infringed upon. Make no mistake, the
actions taken by the current administration and its
increasingly powerful regulatory bodies should be of
concern and awake each and everyone in the state of
California. The recommendation from KCFB to the
membership is to make constant contact with one’s
legislator and demand representation of their constitLegislators would be good to push back against such uents. Farmers and rancher are the best stewards of
blatant overreach. Private landowners and citizens did the lands in which they live and work. Remind them.

Young Farmers & Ranchers
By Allie Cushnyr
Chair, Kern County
Young Farmers &
Ranchers
Our February virtual ag
trivia night was a success!
3 teams competed head
to head to win 4, $25 gift
cards to locally owned Temblor Brewing Company.
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They not only knew basic ag trivia, but also did
great knowing the Kern County local facts. Some
of the questions that teams were tasked to answer
included: what was the number one crop in Kern
in 1980 (Cotton), the name of our Kern County Ag
Commissioner (Glenn Fankhauser), and what crop
made the top 20 commodity list in Kern in 2019 but
wasn’t on it in 2018 (Industrial Hemp). Congrats
to Aaron Flores, Rachel Flores, Lindsey Mebane,
and Chandler Wilson on their win. Everyone had
a great time.
Similar to our February meeting, many meetings are
currently finding themselves on platforms like Zoom
or Teams, and this includes opportunities for DPR/
CCA hours. Many of the people I personally work
with in Kern County found themselves scrambling at
the end of 2020 if it was their turn to renew licenses
like PCA, QAL, QAC, etc. A resource I started
building in August of 2020 was a monthly list of
CE courses that are open to the public (preferably
free, but not always) for your use. The feedback was
great, and many found it to be a great way to have
the key opportunities at their fingertips, with links
or phone numbers to register for them. The Kern
County Farm Bureau has been sharing it in their
weekly emails, so if you have not seen it, be sure to
scroll down and utilize it.

below. The release of COVID vaccines will be in
incremental amounts. Ag employers, we invite you
to join the effort by providing the estimated number
of individuals interested in receiving the vaccine.
This data will assist in planning, distributing, and
administering the vaccine to those eligible. This
survey is also in place to determine appropriate points
of contact to provide vaccine schedule information.
Please note that recipients must be 18 or older.

this year’s switch to online buying and selling products
still includes all the accommodations that one would
have in person. “Match-making” practices that would
formerly occur on the expo grounds – meant to match
buyers to the perfect sellers – were traded for website
programming techniques that would make contact info
of certain buyers and sellers easily available based on
information you provide about what you’re looking for.

March 2018 Monthly Meeting and Tour at Tasteful Selections

need it. The end of the year is going to be here before
you know it, so grab some hours now, before you are
running around for every CE opportunity you can.
Plus, attend the meetings that you find most valuable
to helping you and your operation succeed in 2021!
If you want to jump onto my monthly email blast for
CE hours, feel free to email me at Allie.Cushnyr@
Syngenta.com OR just open up your weekly Kern
County Farm Bureau email.

It’s a pleasure to help out my community and I love
being a part of the Kern County Young Farmers &
Ranchers. If you are interested in joining us at our
next meeting, please reach out at the email provided
below. We look forward to doing some distanced
As far as many of us can tell, 2021 is starting out in a outdoor meetings in the coming months.
similar way in terms of virtual meetings, so I plan to Email: kernyfr@kerncfb.com Instagram: @kern_yfr
continue providing the resource to anyone who may Facebook: KernYoungFarmersAndRanchers

Unfortunately, our present circumstances barred
attendees from having the full effect that encompasses
everything agriculture is by joining through screens.
Even still, there was never a lack of passion. If there
is one theme of the World Ag Expo, it is that our
farmers and ag community members are extremely
resilient and work tirelessly to bring food to the world.
The success of the expo and the success that sits on
the horizon is there because of the passionate people
that help to bring it together. The exhibitor’s working
tirelessly to provide products, information and their
stories, the attendees’ willingness to listen and learn,
and of course those behind the scenes working around
the clock to bring such a collection together, all provide
such a willingness and passion for agriculture that
causes more than just heads to turn. They are the
reason it succeeded during a worldwide pandemic
and will be the reason for its success in the future.
The willingness of those who live in the Central
Valley are the reason the expo graduated from a
small equipment show in Tulare to the worldwide
event we know it to be today.
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The Rosedale Colony: Land
Speculation, English Gentry
and Water Rights
By Mike McCoy
Executive Director,
Kern County Museum
If you drive out highway
58 west from Bakersfield,
you will see a line of
ancient palm trees. This
is the remaining visible
evidence of a large agricultural enterprise conceived
in 1890 as the “Rosedale Colony.” It is one of the more
interesting tales in Kern Ag history.
When the Kern County Land Company was incorporated in 1890 by James Haggin and brother-in-law
Lloyd Tevis, the new corporation found itself land rich
and cash poor. Taking the lead from other subdivision
ventures, tracts of arable land in western Kern County
began to be marketed in 20 acre lots as the 12,000-acre
Rosedale Colony. The scheme was designed to sell
portions of raw land to outside investors for twenty
to sixty dollars per acre and most of the purchase
could be financed at seven percent. Manager S.W.
Ferguson and land agents in London, Glasgow, New
York and Chicago used promotional literature and
photography to lead more than 250 mostly British
investors to move to Kern County to try their hand
at farming.
California was already seeing an agricultural boom
after the gold fields were depleted and farming was
seen as the next avenue to riches with alfalfa, cotton,
nut crops and fruit. Ferguson’s brochures described
Kern County to English investors as being “the
largest agricultural county in the San Joaquin Valley,
the largest irrigation system in America, and is the
home of the peach, the French prune, pear and raisin
grape.” His sales pitch also claimed that “planting
and harvesting take place every month of the year,”
and there were no “trees, rocks, hills or stumps upon
the land.” He finished with the claim that “failure of
crops is unknown (…) “Kern County fruits take the
first prize at the State Fair,” and “Land can be made to
pay for itself in two years.” He also used photography
for the first time in real estate advertising.

with the British phenomenon of the
“remittance man.” Due to British laws
where inheritances went to the eldest
son, subsequent male offspring were forced to look
elsewhere. Some found their way to the clergy, some to
the military, but many were shipped off to agricultural
concerns in Australia, Canada and the American
West. Many of these gentlemen, who received small
monthly payments (remittances) from their family,
were sent off for bad behavior. As described by Mark
Twain in Following the Equator, “dissipated ne’er-do-wells
belonging to important families in England and
Canada (…) the ne’er-do-well was sent abroad to get
him out of the way.” Contemporary reports from Kern
County often referred to the Rosedale colonists as
being part of this sector of second born British gentry.
At first S. W. Ferguson’s scheme worked. Would be
farmers from Great Britain and other parts of the
United States moved to Kern County and began to
cultivate their 20 acre lots. As reported by Wallace
M. Morgan in his History of Kern County, “extensive
advertising of the Rosedale lands, the arrival of colonists, and the expectation of the people of Bakersfield
gave the town its next boom. Building, mostly of a
light character, went forward with feverish intensity.”
Roads were built, fences put up, crops were planted,
and small canals were dug.
The local newspapers reported on the colorful new
English additions to Kern County with exaggerated
reports of high tea, fox hunts, and formal dinners.
The English farmers expected to live their old lives
as entitled gentry and reportedly promoted music,
picnics and theater. One of the largest land sales in
19th century Kern County was to the Earl of Gosford
in modern day southwest Bakersfield. He planted
pears, figs, grapes and raisin grapes but was very
disappointed in the result. He allegedly tried to have
Manager Ferguson arrested in London.

The one wild card in the Rosedale Colony scheme,
familiar to modern California farmers, was the
ability to secure water rights and irrigation. Ferguson’s
promotional brochures touted that “water for irrigation
is in great abundance and very cheap (…) irrigating
canals are already constructed to bring water to each
20-acre lot in the colony.” Ferguson also shared that
artesian wells were being developed that “water can
This opportunity to invest in agriculture also connected be obtained at moderate depths of 45 to 75 feet. The
water is inexhaustible in quantity, as it is independent
of the rain.” Of course, this was highly exaggerated
and often there were water shortages or lack of canal
access for the colonists. (Lower Kern River Country by
Wm. Harland Boyd)
On February 10, 1893, the Kern River broke its levies
flooding the Northern part of Bakersfield. Water was
afoot deep at 19th and Eye Streets. Initially this helped
the colonists with their perpetual water shortages, but
Entrance to the Colony (Kern County Museum)
the crops still failed in the hard times of 1893 and
1894. The Kern County Land Company finally put
a stop to the colonization scheme, recalled its English
agents, dismissed Samuel W. Ferguson and appointed
Henry Jastro to manage its properties. The small
colony lots were soon swallowed up by default and
went to serious farmers who successfully planted the
right crops and developed irrigation. The English
gentry wandered away from Kern County to the
next boom town while waiting for their monthly
check to hopefully arrive at the post office, and the
Brochure marketing the Rosedale Colony (Kern County Museum) name Rosedale remained behind.

acres of farmland.
The fallowing option presents a bleak alternative. But
what other options exist? Do alternative water supplies
exist? The answer to their question is challenging and
certainly not simple or easy. The plea to “solve the
water crisis” is posted on sites around the valley. But
to whom is this plea made? There is a stark reluctance
from state and federal governments to fund water
infrastructure when the primary beneficiary is private
farmers, overlooking the benefit to the nation’s food
supply and government revenue streams. In this
political circumstance, it is naive to think that the
government will help provide water for private purposes
Scott Hamilton, President, Hamilton Resource Economics even though there is much support for providing
water for other public benefits. If a solution is to be
developed, it appears the responsibility rests on those
Continued from Page 1
interested in investing in the people, environment,
65,000 when also considering the impacts on ag and economy of the valley.
related industries in the Valley.
The beginnings of a solution are being developed
The effects would be far reaching, Sunding notes: “I through an initiative by a collaboration of willing
have been at this a long time and the findings of this stakeholders—the “Water Blueprint for the San
report are significant. Notably, the economic impacts Joaquin Valley.” (waterblueprintca.com, for more info).
are highly regressive and appear to have the greatest In this column, over the months ahead, the details of
effect in disadvantaged communities,” said Sunding. how that plan will be developed and advanced will
Unemployment rates in disadvantaged communities, be presented. During that time, the residents of this
those communities that provide the backbone of the valley need to continue to stay engaged with their
labor force in the valley, could see unprecedented levels locally elected water district directors and legislators.
of unemployment. These communities are the ones “We encourage all stakeholders to join the discussion,”
that can at least afford that kind of social disruption. said Austin Ewell, the executive director of the Water
There are also consequences for county and state Blueprint for the San Joaquin Valley. Many believe
budgets given the enormous loss of revenues and that there is real hope, but like the crops that grow in
environmental consequences of fallowing a million the valley, it must be carefully nurtured.

San Joaquin Valley
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CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD
LAND ADVISORY GROUP

LAND ADVISORY GROUP

Cushman & Wakefield’s land experts help you identify investment
goals and then recommend a custom-tailored land strategy.

ANNUAL

Unearthing Opportunity. Maximizing Profit.
Cushman & Wakefield’s Land Advisory group works with both institutional
and private buyers and sellers of land. We have extensive, market-specific
knowledge and regulatory and entitlement expertise to help you evaluate the
highest and best use of any parcel of land including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture
Natural Resources
Industrial
Commercial
Urban Residential
Suburban Residential

RESULTS*
•

1,285 LAND

•

296,016 ACRES

•

VALUE OF $3.75B

TRANSACTIONS

*MOST RECENT AVAILABLE
ANNUAL STATISTICS

Depth of Coverage - 100+ land professionals offering local market
intelligence throughout the US and Canada.
Aligning Goals with Proven Land Strategies - Our consultative
approach helps our clients first identify financial goals, for which we can
then recommend an appropriate and proven land strategy.
History of Success - Our professionals have expertly navigated land
transactions through several economic cycles, bringing our clients a clear
understanding of how to maximize profit.

THROUGH THE YEARS: HISTORIC TRANSACTIONS

KEVIN PALLA, AFM

| Associate Director

kevin.palla@paccra.com 661-333-1000
LIC#01514403

Paccom Realty Advisors, Inc.

BAKERSFIELD, CA
LAND
±77 ACRES

FRESNO, CA
LAND
±159 ACRES

BAKERSFIELD, CA
LAND
±79 ACRES

5060 California Avenue • Suite 1000
Bakersfield, CA 93309
www.paccra.com
LIC #09191464

LAND ADVISORY GROUP
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Dry Conditions Continue Even as Recent Winter Storms
Bring Much-Needed Snow
Press Release Provided by California Dept. of Water Resources
On February 3rd the Department of Water Resources
(DWR) conducted the second manual snow survey
of the season at Phillips Station. The manual survey
recorded 63 inches of snow depth and a snow water
equivalent (SWE) of 17 inches, which is 93 percent
of average for this location. The SWE measures the
amount of water contained in the snowpack and is
a key component of DWR’s water supply forecast.
John Deere 7330 High Crop

snow survey stations indicate that statewide the learn easy ways to save water every day.
snowpack’s SWE is 12.5 inches, or 70 percent of
the February 3 average, and 45 percent of the April
“The recent blast of winter weather was a welcome 1 average. April 1 is typically when California’s
sight, but it was not enough to offset this winter’s dry snowpack is the deepest and has the highest SWE.
start,” said DWR Director Karla Nemeth. “While
Fall 2020 was extremely dry, especially in the Sierra
there is still a chance we will see additional storms in
Nevada, and follows last year’s below-average snow
the coming weeks, the Department and other state
and precipitation. With only a couple months
agencies are preparing for the potential for a second
remaining in California’s traditional wet season,
consecutive year of dry conditions.”
Californians should look at ways to reduce water use
Statewide snow survey measurements reflect those at home. Each individual act of conservation makes DWR conducts the February 2021 manual snow survey at
dry conditions. Measurements from DWR’s electronic a difference over time. Visit SaveOurWater.com to Phillips Station in the Sierra Nevada (DWR)

Farm Credit Provided Over $1 Million
to California Non-Profits in 2020

John Deere 9470RT

In challenging year, leading ag lender and communications for the Community Alliance
awarded grants to over 100 groups to with Family Farmers, said support from sponsors like
support agriculture in the Golden State Farm Credit is the only way events like their California
Press Release Provided by Farm Credit West

ATI MACHINERY

The COVID-19 pandemic posed remarkable challenges
for California’s farmers and ranchers in 2020. Abrupt
shifts in demand caused by restaurant and school
closures and a jump in meals prepared at home forced
producers to pivot to respond to these market shifts and
many farmers experienced significant losses as a result.

• Challenger MT865 – MT855 – MT845 – MT835 – MT765
• John Deere 9620T – 9520T – 8430T – 8520T – 8400T
• John Deere MFWD Wheel Tractors – 275HP to 150HP
• Cat Challenger 95-85-75 Rubber Belted Tractors
• Case MX285 – MXM175 Wheel Tractors
• Cat D8K Direct Drive Mounted and Drawbar Tractors
• Cat D6C – 3 & 5 Shank Rippers - Discs

But the state’s farming industry is by nature resilient
and will rebound as the pandemic eases. And as it has
done for over 100 years, Farm Credit continued to
demonstrate its unwavering commitment to agriculture
in 2020 by supporting the industry through sponsorships,
education and grants to young and beginning farmers.

AG EQUIPMENT RENTAL

Serving Farmers
Since 1975

ATIMachinery.com

1-888-461-0625

Farm, Ranch and Transitional Use Properties

COLD OR DRY STORAGE SALE PENDING
37,090+-square feet, storage, Earlimart
FARMLAND
$26,500±/AC
20+-acres, Kern Delta Water Dist, Kern Island Utility water,
south Bakersfield
TABLE GRAPES SOLD
37.91± ac and 60.14± ac, DEID water, Delano Area
LAND
$2,500±/AC
80± acres, poss bee-keeping, dry farming, mitigation, open
space, recreation, or solar Buttonwillow Area, near Nwy 5
LAND OPPORTUNITY
$16,635±/AC
150.29± acres, close to PGE sub-station, natural gas
main line, high transmission power lines traverse the site.
Buttonwillow, CA
DRYLAND
PRICED REDUCED $2,250±/AC
160 acres, mostly grade 1 soils, Near Valley Acres

ALMONDS & PISTACHIOS PRICED REDUCED $25,000±/AC
205.21± ac, Semi-Tropic WSD & well water, good soils,
strong yields, Shafter Area.
FARMLAND
$25,500+-/AC
250.95+-acres, farmland, Grade 1 soils, Lemoore Canal &
Irrigation Co service area, with water stock available. Hanford area
ALMONDS SALE PENDING
631.12± ac, wells and Semi-Tropic WSD non contact service,
Productive soils, Wasco Area
ALMONDS PRICE REDUCED
$15,250±/AC
959.54± ac, wells and Semi-Tropic WSD non contact service,
Productive soils
PISTACHIOS SOLD
1827.34+- acres, planted to 1,194.01+- acres pistachios and
633.33+-acres farmland, Corcoran Irrigation District water. W. Corcoran Area

When it is time to sell your farm there is only 1 decision!
Pearson Realty a Tradition in Trust Since 1919

CalBRE Lic.#000020875

ROBB M. STEWART, AFM
rstewart@pearsonrealty.com
661.303.2930

4900 California Ave 210B,
Bakersfield, CA 93309

www.pearsonrealty.com

KAMERON M. STEWART
kstewart@pearsonrealty.com
661.809.1817

In fact, the Farm Credit Alliance – American Ag Credit,
CoBank, Colusa-Glenn Farm Credit, Farm Credit West,
Fresno Madera Farm Credit, Golden State Farm Credit,
and Yosemite Farm Credit – contributed over $1 million
in 2020 to over 100 agricultural organizations. That’s
in addition to several million dollars the individual
associations donated directly.
Approximately half of these funds were devoted to
industry support – the preservation of agriculture and
raising awareness of the importance of agriculture.
The remaining funds provided funding for the future
of agriculture through supporting youth programs
and farming groups that provide networking and
continuing education for their members. And like
farmers, these organizations had to quickly adjust by
operating virtually instead of in person.

Small Farm Conference could take place.

“Our primary constituents don’t have a lot of extra
spending power. We have to keep the event affordable,
and we couldn’t do that on ticket sales alone,” he noted.
“Farm Credit’s support has allowed us to grow and
offer services to more people.”
Preserving and raising awareness of California agriculture is vital as well. One way Farm Credit helps
make that happen is by sponsoring California Ag in
the Classroom, a nonprofit organization dedicated
to educating youth throughout the state about the
importance of agriculture in their daily lives, and the
California Farm Water Coalition, which regularly
provides fact-based information on farm water issues
to the public.
“California is the nation’s leading farm state. Given our
great natural resources such as soil and climate, nearly
anything can be grown here,” said Keith Hesterberg,
President and CEO, Fresno Madera Farm Credit. “But
the industry continually faces new laws and regulations
that make it harder for agriculture to succeed. Farm
Credit strongly supports efforts to educate policy makers
and the public about the role California agriculture
plays in the U.S. food system, and how important
agriculture is to the state’s economy.”
And as the spreading coronavirus forced many
businesses to shut down last spring, Farm Credit, the
Dairy Farmers of America and Hilmar Cheese quickly
stepped in to help expand the state’s Farm-to-Family
Program by providing seed money for food banks
and donating 37,000 pounds of cheese. Gov. Gavin
Newsom noted that private-sector contributions from
Farm Credit and others were leveraged to launch a $15
million campaign to support the program through the
end of the year.

One program Farm Credit supports is the Center for
Land-Based Learning’s FARMS program, which
normally takes students from participating high schools
into the fields once a month to give them hands-on
experience about different types of crops and how they
are raised, harvested and processed. This year, with
Farm Credit plans to continue its strong support to
such tours canceled, the Center set up daily Zoom calls
California agriculture in 2021 and into the future.
to give students the chance to talk to and learn from
About Farm Credit:
farmers and other agricultural experts.
American AgCredit, CoBank, Colusa-Glenn Farm Credit, Farm
“Our state’s youth and beginning farmers are the
Credit West, Fresno Madera Farm Credit, Golden State Farm
future of agriculture, which is why Farm Credit strongly
Credit and Yosemite Farm Credit are cooperatively owned lending
supports programs like the Center for Land-Based
institutions providing agriculture and rural communities with a
Learning, along with FFA and 4H to encourage young
dependable source of credit. For more than 100 years, the Farm
people to go into farming and ranching,” said Mark
Credit System has specialized in financing farmers, ranchers,
Littlefield, President and CEO, Farm Credit West.
farmer-owned cooperatives, rural utilities and agribusinesses.
“Farm Credit also is committed to helping small and
Farm Credit offers a broad range of loan products and financial
beginning farmers become established.”
services, including long-term real estate loans, operating lines
Supporting small farmers is a top priority because of credit, equipment and facility loans, cash management and
one-third of the 75,000 farms in California are less appraisal and leasing services…everything a “growing” business
than nine acres. Evan Wiig, director of membership needs. For more information, visit www.farmcreditalliance.com.
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A Proactive Approach to Orchard Planting
work – providing food and promoting safety.

Reprinted with Permission from California Walnut Association

By planting new orchard trees that are compatible
with power lines, growers can ensure safe and reliable
power for the 16 million Northern and Central
California residents who depend on it. Planting a
new orchard is an important investment – one that
growers consider carefully, after thorough thought
and planning. It’s critical to position your plantings
around power lines within the orchard planning
process.

(California Walnut Board)

Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) works with growers to
tirelessly to provide us with healthy, nutritious foods.
plan before they plant, identifying power line-friendly
California’s orchards are a vital part of the local
economy, providing over half of the fruits and nuts we Tree nut growers play a dual role in the health and planting locations early in the orchard planning
consume daily. The caretakers of these orchards work safety of the communities in which they live and process to help growers maximize their investment.

Imports of Cattle and Beef
Hit Historical High in 2020
Press Release Provided by R-CALF USA

consumers only paid on average $4.44 per pound
The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA’s) for all-fresh beef.
recently released cattle and beef trade data for Bullard explained that these data inform both cattle
December provide the whole cattle and beef trade producers and consumers that importing record
picture for the 2020 calendar year. According to volumes of cheaper, undifferentiated beef and cattle
R-CALF USA, the volume of imported beef, cattle, does not correlate with lower consumer beef prices,
beef variety meat and processed beef hit an all-time but it does correlate with severely depressed domestic
high of nearly 2 million metric tons, or about 4.4 cattle prices.
billion pounds in 2020.
“With that knowledge, both cattle producers and
Calculating the volume of both cattle and beef is consumers should be calling their congressional
difficult as imported beef and beef products are delegations to tell them America must put a stop to
recorded by weight while imported cattle are recorded
failed trade policies that promote cheaper imports at
by the number of head. To account for these differing
the expense of American cattle farmers and ranchers
measures, R-CALF USA converts imported cattle
on one end of the food supply chain and American
numbers to pounds by multiplying the number of
consumers on the other,” Bullard said.
imported cattle by each years’ average cattle carcass
weight. This enables R-CALF USA to express both As shown by the chart below, the U.S. has consistently
imports and exports of beef and cattle in terms of imported more beef and cattle than it exports for the
weight.
past several decades, making the U.S. a net importer
The USDA’s recently updated data also show the of beef and cattle and causing a 30-year cumulative
average price of fed cattle in 2020 was just under trade deficit of over 20 million metric tons, or about
$1.09 per pound, while all-fresh retail beef prices 44 billion pounds of beef and cattle.
averaged about $6.39 per pound, the highest yearly “To put this in perspective, in 2020 we exported 2.9
average all-fresh beef price in history.
billion pounds of beef and cattle – the fourth-largest
R-CALF USA CEO Bill Bullard said the 2020 export volume in history – but we imported 4.4 billion
average fed cattle price was lower than in any year pounds. That means for each 1-pound of beef and
during the past decade. He said in 2011 the average cattle exported in 2020, we imported over 1.5 pounds
fed cattle price was $1.15 per pound, and back then of beef and cattle.

“And that’s well below the
30-year average. In other
words, for 30 years we’ve
imported well over 1.5
pounds of beef for each
1-pound exported.
“Imagine how much
stronger our domestic
food supply chain would
be, and how many more
opportunities U.S. cattle
farmers and ranchers
would have if America
stopped d isplaci ng
the production of our
American family farmers
and ranchers with billions
of pounds of foreign beef
For each 1-pound of beef and cattle exported in 2020, the United States imported over 1.5 and cattle,” Bullard
pounds (R-CALF USA)
concluded.

Become a
Foster Parent
Because
every child
deserves
Victory...

VictoryFS.org
(661) 912 - 0111
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Together, tree nut growers and PG&E can reach
safe solutions that help meet growers’ needs while
protecting electric system reliability and making
sure communities remain safe.
In addition to keeping communities safe, a proactive
approach to orchard planning helps growers avoid
spending needlessly on land in incompatible areas.
Irrigation systems and trees that lie in right-of-way
areas will ultimately require removal.
Plan Before You Plant resources are available for
growers to learn more about the importance of
maintaining safe distances from transmission lines.
Reach out early in your orchard planning process
to schedule an orchard visit with an expert who
can identify power line-friendly locations near
transmission lines. For more information, visit www.
pge.com/planbeforeplanting or call 1-800-743-5000.
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The Cattleman’s Corner

OPINION: Unruly
Natives
By Austin Snedden
Ranching Contributor,
Valley Ag Voice

Environmentalists place
a great deal of importance on native species.
The religion of valuing
native species is almost
as fervent as the believers
of the manmade climate
change religion. I call it a
religion because it requires faith, just as the manmade
climate change religion requires faith in an unproven
theory. The definition of “native” is very subjective
and requires some fixed point in time that divides
whether something has been in someplace long enough
to be considered “native.” Species have always been
moving, expanding or decreasing their territory. With
humans there is some kind of spoken or written word
that generally gives us a synopsis (back to a certain
time) of how long they have been here. Plants and
animals don’t seem to communicate their cultural
heritage quite as well. How far back should we go in
deciding what is native? Who decides the parameters
of what makes something native? When bureaucrats
decide something is “native,” should these plants and
animals have superior rights to humans?
With the advent of the government led environmental
movement, particularly the Endangered Species Act,
the designation of “native” became far more important. Protection and reintroduction of native species

was used as motive for Federal and State governments
to lock up vast tracks of land, particularly in the west.
With the expanded powers of the government led
environmental movement, species deemed native are
routinely re-introduced to areas they were documented
to be in, or areas that bureaucrats believe they once
occupied. When the first Gray Wolf meandered
back into California in 2011, after nearly 100 years
of not being in the state, the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) began considering
adding the wolf to the State endangered species list.
During this period, I attended a hearing in Oxnard,
where the CDFW listened to people’s opinions as
to the listing of the species. One woman from San
Francisco conveyed that she guides children on walks
through the redwoods, and that it was heartbreaking
to her that kids couldn’t see wolves on the walks. It
was clear by her instincts that she is likely to become
an endangered species as well as the children she is
entrusted with if left to her desires.
The Tule Elk is another native species with vast
re-introduction. From near extinction a century ago,
they are now pretty widespread. Sure, their family
tree looks like a telephone pole, and sure many are
semi domesticated free loaders, but they are native.
They may be eating non-native plants as they pillage
a grass fed dairy on the north coast or eating tens of
thousands of dollars of non-native alfalfa in Owens
Valley, or they may be eating grass on a drought
year in the Kern County foothills that some rancher
was hoping to keep for his cows. If a sheep property
in northern California was purchased when wolves
were extirpated, and the re-introduction of wolves
causes repeated, grotesque economic damage, has
that property owner lost some of their property rights
and the assumed value of that land? If non-irrigated
grazing ground was purchased for cows based on a
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FEMA Releases Additional
Reimbursement Funds for
Oroville Spillways Repairs
and Reconstruction
Press Release Provided by California Dept. of Water Resources

Gray wolf (AB Photographie / Shutterstock)

stocking rate and water availability, and then 100
state introduced elk set up permanent residence on
the same limited grass and water, has that property
owner’s rights been damaged?
Who decides what is native enough but not too
native? There are shark teeth in the Bakersfield
area, and skeletons of saber tooth tigers and woolly
mammoths in the McKittrick tar pits. Should we
extract DNA and clone these native critters? If we
are going to override natural selection to unnaturally
support the preservation of these recently native
species, I think we should also not discriminate and
unnaturally support these native species. If you think
it is perfectly acceptable for a sheep rancher to have
once native wolves roaming through his herd, but you
think it is unacceptable to have once native sharks
swimming in your Bakersfield pool, you might need
to reanalyze your environmental philosophy. If you
think it is perfectly acceptable to have once native
elk munching and tromping a farmer or ranchers
crop, but you think it is unacceptable to have a once
native woolly mammoth compacting your lawn and
munching your trees, you might need to reanalyze
your political philosophy.

On February 1st the Department of Water Resources
(DWR) received notification that the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has
released an additional $308 million in requested
funds for the Oroville Dam spillways reconstruction and emergency response. These funds are in
addition to the $260 million that FEMA has already
committed to for repairs to the lower portion of the
main spillway and other work conducted in response
to the emergency.
The $308 million in additional funding was initially
rejected by FEMA but was subsequently approved
last year following appeal from DWR.
“We appreciate the continued hard work of our
partners at FEMA and the California Office of
Emergency Services, as well as our representatives
in Congress, to ensure California received these
funds,” said Ted Craddock, DWR Deputy Director
of the State Water Project.
DWR continues to work with Cal OES and FEMA
to secure additional reimbursement funds for work
on the emergency spillway.
FEMA’s Public Assistance program reimburses
applicants up to 75 percent of eligible costs associated
with a federally declared disaster.
In total, DWR expects to be reimbursed for $630
million of the $1.2 billion cost of the spillways incident
through the public assistance program.
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Hemp Takes Center Stage at
2021 World Ag Expo Online
By Geoffrey Taylor, MA
Hemp Contributor,
Valley Ag Voice
As the agriculture industry adjusts to one of the
hottest new commodities in decades, hemp has
taken center stage at this
year’s 2021 World Ag Expo online. Though the
event is typically held in-person at the International
Agri-Center located a short drive away in Tulare,
California, this year’s expo takes a distinctly different
format and offers visitors the opportunity to engage
with a large volume of content focused specifically on
the hemp industry providing a breadth of information related to regulations, production, marketing/
sales and other important considerations for those
actively growing hemp or those seeking to enter the
marketplace.

World Ag Expo and contributed heavily to the range
of content being provided to virtual attendees from
across the globe.

“California’s hemp program is an embarrassment
and we are far behind the rest of the country,” said
Richman. “We don’t have a research program in
this state, the (CDFA/IHAB) program manager has
no farming or business background and has caused
the program to be two million dollars in debt with
little to show other than new overpaid employees.”
Hemp is becoming an increasingly popular crop
for farmers and growers seeking to diversify their
crop rotations. This year’s World Ag Expo builds
heavily upon the introduction of hemp to last year’s
expo and expands the presence of hemp and hemp
farming, both for industrial use and for cannabinoid
production, in hopes of empowering producers to
take the next steps toward producing world-class
hemp right here in California.

“This year’s World Ag Expo had a large focus on
hemp because it’s an increasingly popular crop for
producers across the country, and especially locally,
but many farmers are having a difficult time becoming
fully acquainted with how to properly enter the hemp
space in a profitable way,” said Travis Copeland of
Unico Ag Services “Having access to experts with
diverse knowledge in their respective areas of the
hemp space is helpful, particularly in a digital event
like this year’s Expo, but it’s no replacement for
Richman founded the California Hemp Association, being in-person and being able to interact with hemp
a hemp industry advocacy and trade association industry experts in a meaningful way.”
that works to advocate for hemp farmers, breeders, In finding ways to increase demand for hemp-derived
processors, builders, manufacturers and resellers or hemp-based products in all categories from animal
within the state of California and the organization feed to nutraceutical CBD, or cannabidiol, to hemp
is a member organization of the National Hemp seed and breeding new proprietary cultivars and
Association and the United States Hemp Building strains of hemp plants, and everything in between,
Association.
World Ag Expo 2021 virtual attendees were treated
Richman continued by stating, “Federal regulations to an experience that shed light on the variety of
right now are allowing for disposal of “hot” hemp, ways hemp can be utilized as a commodity and ways
that which is over .03% THC while California has to increase growth, plan properly for seed-to-sale
interpreted it as the destruction of a “hot” crop. marketing, expand markets for new and interesting
California Department of Food and Agriculture hemp derivatives and work to expand the footprint
and the Industrial Hemp Advisory Board (IHAB) of how hemp is used both domestically and globally.

JOHN MOORE
TechAg Financial Group, Inc.
3430 Unicorn Road, Bakersfield, CA 93308
ASSOCIATE, CA DRE # 02083662

Mob: 661-303-6536 | Off: 661-695-6500 | eFax: 661-384-6168
JMoore@TechAg.com | TechAgFinancial.com

FEATURED LISTING

“For attendees of the World Ag Expo, getting accurate
information on this new crop is vital so that farmers
can make good decisions. There is much to understand
about this crop and the processing for profit,” said
Wayne Richman, President and Founder of the
California Hemp Association and a presenter at this
year’s World Ag Expo. “Federal regulations have just
been finalized but may get another look under the
Biden administration.”

has shown little to no leadership at the state level.”

With three day’s worth of online seminars spanning
February 9-11, 2021, and each seminar focusing on a
topic relevant to the new or seasoned hemp farmer,
the hemp aspect of the World Ag Expo addressed
many different areas of an increasingly popular and
versatile industry across the United States and globally.
Hemp as a commodity holds numerous different
applications ranging from cannabinoid extraction
and processing to grain to textiles, building materials
and numerous other nutraceutical and industrial
applications that apply differently to the specific type
or cultivar of hemp being produced. Since Federal
regulations are ever-shifting and California regulations
have stifled many hemp growers in the state, events
like this are needed to help spread the facts.

458.79 +/- Acres of Assorted Navel Citrus and Open Farmland in AEWSD,
Edison Region
Asking Price: $9,061,102.50 ($19,750.00 per acre)

Hemp continues to be a contentious but highly valued
crop to producers across the country and the emphasis
placed on this crop at the 2021 World Ag Expo was
a testament to the impact that this new and exciting
crop is bringing to the agricultural community not
only here in California, but across the country and
internationally. As industry operators begin to find
their flow in creating a robust hemp infrastructure
in California and the United States, events like the
World Ag Expo will continue to serve a major role in
educating and empowering hemp industry operators
across the board.

Experts with diverse backgrounds in the hemp
industry are allowing for attendees to immerse
themselves in topics that range from sales and
marketing of hemp fiber products, grain products
and cannabinoid products, to developing a more
robust hemp infrastructure in the United States to
compete with other hemp producers across the globe.
Hemp was arguably the largest focus of this year’s (Seth Michael / Shutterstock)

FOR MORE INFO, VISIT US ONLINE AT TECHAGFINANCIAL.COM
follow @techagfinancial

Podcast available on
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Valentine’s Demand Buoys
THE GOVERNMENT Flower Business

AFFAIRS EXPERTS.
We specialize in helping our clients
cut through the red tape of government!

Land Use Consulting
Government Relations & Public Affairs
We will help you with all of your Government Affairs needs.
From violation notices to advocating on issues
that impact your business.

By Kevin Hecteman, Assistant Editor, Ag Alert
Reprinted with permission from the California Farm
Bureau Federation
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CONVENTIONAL FERTILIZERS
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“It behooves the industry to take a really close look
at this trend and understand how to harness it,” he
said, “because at the end of the day, we’d love to see
flowers in everybody’s home—brightening their day,
improving their mood, all the things that the flowers
have been scientifically shown to do.”

After a year of contraction and closures, California
flower farmers and wholesalers report they’re racing
to keep up with strong Valentine’s Day demand—a
U-turn from V-Day 2020, when the COVID-19
pandemic was just beginning to knock the flower Valentine’s Day is known for driving red-rose
market sideways.
demand—nearly all of which are imports—and
Sherry Sanbo of Golden State Floral in West Mellano said air transportation of imported roses
Sacramento said some growers had backed off on has been disrupted.
planting flowers at the pandemic’s beginning “because “There’s very few flights to get product up out of
they didn’t really know what the future was going Colombia and Ecuador these days, and those flights
to bring.”
that are going, the freight space is super expensive,”
“A year later, we’re finding that people are buying
more flowers than ever, because you can’t take your
mother out to dinner, or your sweetheart, or go to the
movies, really, or even go shopping, unless you want
to do it online,” Sanbo said. “So now, the orders are
bigger than ever, and the supply is shorter than ever.”

Consulting-CommonSense.com • 661.203.1838

“What seems to be happening is that,
with so many people spending so much
time at home, flowers as a category have
shifted into a new space—kind of the personal-care,
healthful-environment space,” Dionne said.

he said.

That, Dionne said, should open the door for domestic
producers.

“With a limitation on import of flowers and increased
cost of imported flowers, that certainly put additional
demand on the California flower farmers and other
Rene Van Wingerden, who runs a flower farm in
farming zones” in the U.S., Dionne said. “Even if it
Carpinteria, said the only way to survive the pandemic
wasn’t a banner Valentine’s Day coming up, I think
is “if you have longevity, which we have—we’ve been
you’d still see a really significant increase in demand
at it for 50 years, and I’m still excited about it.”
for California-grown flowers during this period.”
For this year, “we’re taking care of the customers
Van Wingerden is counting on that, along with the
we’ve had for 40-50 years,” he said. “The supply
for Valentine is very tight, but we have enough for a timing of this year’s holiday.
customer that we have committed to.”
“I think it’s going to be a fabulous Valentine’s Day,
Van Wingerden said he reluctantly availed himself of because it falls on a Sunday, right?” he said. “They
the federal Paycheck Protection Program and U.S. can’t take their significant other out anywhere. A
Department of Agriculture pandemic-relief programs purchase of flowers is high on the list, right? We hope.”

to tide him over, noting “quite a few people have gone Flower sales often suffer when Valentine’s Day falls
out of business” among his peers.
on a weekend, Dionne said, as many people will take
Mike Mellano, whose family grows flowers in San their sweethearts on dates. With restaurants severely
Diego County, put his business in hibernation early limited and many movie theaters still closed because of
shelter-in-place orders, he said 2021 will be different.
in the pandemic, but was able to reopen in April.
“That opening was too late for us really to do significant “With order numbers coming in as big as they are on
business for Mother’s Day and Easter, which were our a Sunday holiday, it’s an extreme positive indicator,”
two biggest profit-generating windows,” Mellano said. Dionne said, noting that many people shop for flowers
at grocery stores, and orders from mass retailers are
Though business remains down from pre-pandemic
up anywhere from 10% to 25%.
times, he added, “we’re getting back, on a wholesale
or gross level, similar to normal.” The PPP, he added, Even so, the absence of many other events that help
went a long way toward keeping his longtime family sustain flower farmers remains a concern, Van
Wingerden said.
business going.
“Our business has gone through the roller coaster,
like many businesses have gone through,” Mellano
said. “We went from record performance to, ‘the state
and the country is shut down and the sky is falling.’”

“What we’re missing is the events, the weddings,” he
said, noting that even when the world reopens, people’s
pocketbooks may be slow to follow suit.

“People are still going to be very reserved,” Van
Getting the COVID-19 vaccine to farm employees Wingerden said. “That’s what we need to overcome.”
will be a big help, he said.
Dionne said he sees pent-up demand waiting for the
“We’re fortunate that we’re a pretty large farm and right opportunity.
we have plenty of space for people to not congregate,”
“It’s anybody’s best guess as to when large social gathMellano said, noting that he’s implemented daily
erings will be happening again,” he said. “Everybody
routines such as temperature scanning. “The nature of
I talked to in the industry is expecting a serious surge
the work has been adjusted to accommodate distancing
in demand once things open back up, because you’re
and breaks staggered.”
going to be double- and triple-stacking weddings. There
Steve Dionne, executive director of the California will be celebrations of life for funerals that couldn’t take
Association of Flower Growers and Shippers, said place during the pandemic period. And there’s going
the strong Valentine’s Day demand “maybe runs a to be a lot of events, life events, that require floral.”
little counterintuitive from what you might expect
When events do make a comeback, Mellano plans
to hear,” given the pandemic’s continued grip on the
world. The extended emergency is bringing change to be ready.
“What’s a party without flowers?” he said.
to the flower market, he added.
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Diversifying Water Supplies
Includes Aquifer Recharge
By Christine Souza, Assistant Editor, Ag Alert
Reprinted with Permission from the California Farm
Bureau Federation
Bracing for potentially a second consecutive year of
dry conditions, California water officials, farmers and
researchers participating in an irrigation conference
discussed recharging aquifers with stormwater and
increased water efficiency among ways to diversify
the state’s water supply.

efficiency and conservation have been a way of life
for the area’s farmers for many years.
“To some degree, Ventura County got the jump
on SGMA by several decades,” Krist said, because
roughly half of the irrigated acreage in the county is
under the purview of the Fox Canyon Groundwater
Management Agency. The agency was established in
the early 1980s to regulate groundwater extractions
and specifically to address the seawater intrusion
near the coast.

“Everybody’s been working under an allocation system
The 59th annual California Irrigation Institute
for a number of years,” he said. “It doesn’t provide
conference was held virtually last week, in time for
incentives specifically for efficiency, but it disincentivizes
the year’s second manual snow survey by the California
inefficiency by charging you a significant surcharge
Department of Water Resources.
if you go over your allocation.”
During the survey at Phillips Station in El Dorado
Calling the fallowing of farmland “a strategy of last
County, DWR recorded the snowpack at 93% of
resort,” Krist said Ventura County farmers are further
the average snow-water equivalent—but electronic
increasing irrigation efficiency by using hydroponic
measurements show that statewide, the snowpack
techniques and growing crops that require less
stood at only 70% of average and 45% of the April
water—such as industrial hemp, which he said uses
1 average.
less than half of the water of vegetable crops.
At the CII conference, keynote speaker Wade
“You can’t make money on $4,000-an-acre ground
Crowfoot, California secretary for natural resources,
with $2,000-an-acre crops,” he said.
pointed to recent storms and noted that despite the snow
and rain, the state remains in a period of prolonged Glenn Drown, Northern California manager at
Lidco Inc., a business that specializes in agricultural
dry conditions.
drainage tile installation, discussed using tile drains
“There’s a lot of work that can happen across the
for groundwater recharge.
state to be better about actually diversifying our water
supply,” Crowfoot said, “and we’re going to need to Tile drains are commonly constructed to remove
do that, given the implementation of the Sustainable excess water from the soil to optimize plant growth and
Groundwater Management Act and less reliable increase yields, he said, and the idea of using them for
supplies from our natural cycle due to climate change.” recharge was brought to his attention by an engineer.
The state is focused on building resilience, he said,
adding that he believes “there is a lot that can be
done to improve our efficiency to help our water
go further,” such as capturing more stormwater to
recharge aquifers, increasing surface supplies and
recycling more water.
“In the agricultural space, there’s great opportunity
to get ‘more pop for the drop,’ whether it’s improving
the efficiency of irrigation systems or improving
the quality and organic content in soil to maximize
water retention for the benefit of producing crops,”
Crowfoot said.
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“(The engineer’s) idea was to install the lines just as
we typically do for drainage, but to change the slope,”
Drown said. “I told him this could be a terrific option
for farmers rather than retiring the land, building
surface ponds and taking property off of the tax rolls.”

Grimmway Welcomes Keri Morrelli As
Product Innovation & Development Director
Press Release Provided by Grimmway Farms
Grimmway Farms is pleased to welcome Keri Morrelli
as Product Innovation and Development Director.
Joining the Sales and Marketing Team, Morrelli
will oversee product development from ideation to
launch for all divisions at Grimmway, the largest
carrot producer in the world and the largest organic
vegetable producer in the USA. In addition to leading
strategy for new product development, Morrelli will also
be responsible for optimizing the company’s existing
product lines and packaging materials.
“As our business grows and the demand for value-added, plant-based products continues to increase, our
efforts to develop innovative products and sustainable
packaging solutions have become more complex and
increasingly important to us and to our customers,”
said Eric Proffitt, Executive Vice
President of Sales and Marketing. “Keri’s experience
developing cross-functional teams aligns with our goals
and supports our vision for growing our Grimmway
Farms and Cal-Organic Farms brands.”

Keri Morrelli,Product Innovation & Development Director

and wants of our consumers for great tasting and
high-quality products.”
With over 20 years of experience in the food industry,
Morrelli’s expertise ranges from concept creation and
product launch to product sourcing and technical
services. Most recently, Morrelli was a senior product
developer for Curation Foods where she worked for
more than 15 years and she previously managed
research and development for new products at Mann
Packing. Morrelli is a graduate of the University of
California, Davis where she earned a bachelor’s degree
in applied plant biology and post- harvest physiology
and a master’s degree in horticulture and agronomy.

Morrelli started by collaborating with Grimmway’s
cross-functional product innovation team to streamline development processes. She is now driving the
roadmaps for all new products in the pipeline and
her leadership will steer the direction of Grimmway’s About Grimmway Farms
Headquartered in Bakersfield, California, Grimmway Farms
2021 product launches and beyond.
traces its roots to a produce stand opened by the Grimm brothers
“I am excited to implement a program that will culti- in the early 1960s. Grimmway is a global produce leader and
vate our Development and Innovation initiatives,” said the world’s largest producer of carrots. Grimmway supplies
Morrelli. “My passion for food and unique background more than 65 organic, USA-grown crops and brands include
drives my desire to create products from a culinary Cal- Organic Farms and Bunny-Luv. Grimmway is committed
and innovative standpoint. I’m proud to play a part in to caring for customers and employees, honoring sustainable
Grimmway’s commitment to sustainable agriculture practices and preserving natural resources for future generations.
and education as we continue to meet the needs For more information, visit www.grimmway.com.

Drown said he foresees water districts and groundwater
sustainability agencies adopting such projects. He
suggested participating landowners could receive
compensation or credit for the operation of the system,
and a water district and other users could also benefit
from the water supply.

Andrew Fisher, professor of earth and planetary
sciences at the University of California, Santa Cruz,
said use of stormwater for groundwater recharge
could improve water quality and supply, and provide
a range of additional benefits, including for habitat
“New water supplies, including treating and reusing and aquatic systems.
urban wastewater, continuing to increase water “Using stormwater can be part of a successful
efficiency on the farm and urban conservation, can portfolio,” Fisher said. “We would not suggest that it
ease the pressure on the system for the benefit of all,” can solve California’s challenges, but it’s a valuable
Merkley said. “California needs to pursue all options, addition to other methods that are applied in order
including new reservoirs both above and below ground, to sustain and secure water resources going forward.”
to assure our economic and environmental future.” On the urban side, Danielle Dolan, water program
California Farm Bureau Director of Water Resources
Danny Merkley, a CII board member, said California
has one water-supply system that needs to be managed
for agricultural, urban and environmental needs.

The conference included sessions on agricultural and
urban water management issues, plus general sessions
on topics such as leveraging stormwater as supply,
creative approaches to Low Impact Development
(managing stormwater to recharge aquifers), measuring
and monetizing groundwater recharge, and the use of
adaptive management tools from a farmer’s perspective.
During a session on water demand management,
Farm Bureau of Ventura County CEO John Krist
said groundwater accounts for a large percentage of
the county’s agricultural water use, and that water

director for the Local Government Commission,
discussed Low Impact Development, or slowing the
flow of water and allowing it to percolate into the
ground. Dolan said this “slow it, spread it, sink it”
approach is working in various places in California
to achieve multiple benefits.

CII board president Carrie Pollard of the Marin
Municipal Water District said the virtual conference
intended to “bring agricultural and urban sectors
together, to find creative and inspiring solutions to
advance irrigation efficiency in California.”

Advertising in Valley Ag Voice
is affordable and easy!
Visit ValleyAgVoice.com/rates
or call Dave @ 661-204-8160.
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Press Release Provided by the USDA
On January 19th the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
(USDA) National Institute of Food and Agriculture
(NIFA) today announced four grants totaling more
than $13.6 million to combat a scourge on the
nation’s citrus industry, citrus greening disease, aka
Huanglongbing. The funding is made possible through
NIFA’s Specialty Crop Research Initiative (SCRI)
Citrus Disease Research and Extension Program,
authorized by the 2014 Farm Bill.
“The economic impact of citrus greening disease is
measured in the billions,” said NIFA Director Sonny
Ramaswamy. “NIFA investments in research are
critical measures to help the citrus industry survive
and thrive, and to encourage growers to replant
with confidence.”
Huanglongbing (HLB) is currently the most devastating citrus disease worldwide. HLB was first
detected in Florida in 2005 and has since affected
all of Florida’s citrus-producing areas leading to a 75
percent decline in Florida’s $9 billion citrus industry.
Fifteen U.S. States or territories are under full or
partial quarantine due to the presence of the Asian
citrus psyllid (ACP), a vector for HLB.

• Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina,
$4,274,523
• Regents of the University of California, Riverside,
California, $5,112,000
• Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, $2,476,099
• USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS),
Athens, Georgia, $1,821,197
Funded projects include Clemson University
researchers using naturally HLB-resistant citrus
trees to develop new resistant varieties using the
CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing tool. The Regents
of the University of California project will design
and identify HLB bactericides based on both natural
and nanotechnology approaches. Researchers at
Iowa State University will investigate the use of
sustainable, naturally occurring soil bacteria to control
ACP. The ARS project will identify and assess the
effectiveness and economic viability of chemotherapy
treatment options.
More information on these projects is available on
the NIFA website.
Among past projects, the University of Florida developed bactericides to help recover fruit production in
HLB-affected orchards. Research at the University of
California used virulence proteins to develop strategies
for creating citrus rootstocks that are immune to HLB.

Since 2009, USDA has invested more than $400
million to address citrus greening, including more NIFA is a member of the federal Multi-Agency
than $57 million through the Citrus Disease Research Coordination (MAC) group to help deliver near-term
and Extension Program since 2014. Awards for grant tools to citrus growers to combat HLB. In addition,
applications submitted in FY 2016 include:
See Citrus Greening on the Next Page

While you
grow, grow.
DON’T GROW IT ALONE
You have enough on your plate feeding
the world without having to worry about
marketing materials and great design
that sells. Good thing you can partner
with us. While you’re hard at work
focusing on what you do best, we help
grow your agribusiness and raise your
brand awareness strategically.

Logos Branding Websites Social Media Packaging
Marketing Advertising Videos Displays Promo Items
Call 661 489 4444 Visit TheMarcomGroup.com

GRIFFITH AVE

USDA Invests $13.6 Million in Citrus
Greening Research
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ALMONDS
2016
24x18
W. LOS ANGELES AVE

1

2

ALMONDS
2010
24x18

3
1 FARMSTEAD
2 WELL & DOMESTIC
WATER SYSTEM
3 WELL & PUMP
SOLAR PANELS

A

ALMONDS
2010
24x18

RIVERSIDE ST

ALMOND ORCHARD
$26,000 PER ACRE

Block A, 107.85 acres. 104.34 acres of almonds. 50% Nonpareil, 50%
Carmel. 11 year old trees. Average production is 2,361 lbs per acre.
Block B, 9.09 acres. 9.00 acres of almonds. 50% Nonpareil, 50%
Monterey. 5 year old trees. In 2000 production was 2,000 lbs per acre.
Irrigation is pumped groundwater. In SWID but no delivery.
BROKERS of BAKERSFIELD REALTY
(661) 327-7757 FAX (661) 663-9157
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Growers

Citrus Greening

solutions” have not INVESTED anything into the
actual solutions. The private sector has been doing
the heavy lifting. The companies that have literally
invested millions into new irrigation systems, new
tractors, new processing facilities, etc. are the ones
who are truly combating climate change. Loud voices
in the halls of the Legislature do not clean the air.

NIFA support to the National Plant Diagnostic
Network helps plant diagnostic laboratories share
best practices and expedite diagnoses and screening
for ACP and HLB. The network coordinates diagnostician training in HLB with USDA’s Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service’s Plant Protection
and Quarantine. These services enable rapid and
accurate diagnoses and support U.S. food security.

Continued from Previous Page

Continued from Page 1

The CDFA did recognize that the state conducted a
similar outreach effort in 2012 where they reached
out to the agriculture community on efforts to adapt
to climate change. From those efforts, the state has
implemented programs such as the Healthy Soils
Initiative. The current Climate Change Scoping Plan
is a statewide plan to reach the 2030 climate target
(established by the Executive Branch). This will impact
the State Adaptation Strategy (formerly known as the
Safeguarding California Plan) which explains how
industries plan to respond to meet the 2030 goals. In
years past, this is what produced things like widely
used drip irrigation, etc. Then, the state will work with
researchers on the Climate Change Research Plan
which will seek to identify what information is needed
and what technology exists to reach the goals. Again,
not to sound cynical, but a word of caution on the
technology assessment and actionable science research.
During the February 8th “listening session” the example
was brought up about the success of dairy digesters
used to reduce methane. They touted how the state
issued almost $200 million in grant funding. That’s
great… but what they failed to mention was that
over 1,000 dairy companies have left the state since
2001. So, one could argue that the movement of cows

has also significantly contributed to the methane
reduction. They also failed to mention that these
businesses must come up with matching funds in
order to obtain the state’s grants. And where does
that grant money come from? Other industries who
are under climate change programs (i.e. all other
agriculture industries, the petroleum industry, food
processors, etc.). Even the information presented by
the state shows that 8% of the total green house gas
emissions are attributed to agriculture—4% from
animal ag, 4% crops. Considering the overwhelming
economic benefits agriculture contributes to the state,
I think that number is incredibly low and should be
considered a huge success in itself.
One metaphor that I thought would be a good example
to explain this mindset is the reduction of drunk driving
accidents. One side would argue that banning drinking
and driving will solve the horrible problem in our society
of drunk driving accidents. But clearly, that has not
worked. Yet, in recent years, there has been a huge
reduction of drunk driving accidents. So—how did we
reach a solution? One word: Uber. The private sector
found a viable solution that is user-friendly and can
be easily accessed (no matter how inebriated the user

is) on any smartphone. My point is: it was the private
sector that made more contributions to the solution
than any legislation or Executive Order.
The goal of these workshops was to hear from industry
to discover innovative solutions to combat climate
change. I would say: let’s take the time to recognize the
vast achievements in greenhouse gas reductions from
our main industries. Let’s take this time to recognize
the contributions the Central Valley businesses have
played in meeting the state’s constantly moving goals.
Let’s take this time to celebrate the Central Valley as
the state’s essential resource. Let’s also take this time
to recognize that no matter how much we do, it will
never be enough for the loud voices in Sacramento.
This is why it is so critical to be involved in associations
fighting for YOUR interests in Sacramento and beyond.
I encourage every farmer to be a member of a Farm
Bureau, a Taxpayer Association, or join one of the
various trade associations such as Dairy Cares, Western
Ag Growers, Almond Board of California, California
Citrus Mutual, etc. These are the organizations that
not only fight for farming, but they bring practical
solutions to the table.

Since 2009, NIFA has invested in and advanced
innovative and transformative initiatives to solve
societal challenges and ensure the long-term viability
of agriculture. NIFA’s integrated research, education
and extension programs support the best and brightest
scientists and extension personnel whose work results
in user-inspired, groundbreaking discoveries that
combat childhood obesity, improve and sustain rural
economic growth, address water availability issues,
increase food production, find new sources of energy,
mitigate climate variability and ensure food safety.
To learn more about NIFA’s impact on agricultural
science, visit www.nifa.usda.gov/impacts.

(Edgloris Marys / Shutterstock)

Your Local and Trusted Partner for Ag Lending and 1031 Exchanges
Our team of skilled professionals are available to help you identify a strategy for your
individual and agribusiness goals. We help you navigate through complex agricultural
financing and tax-deferred property exchange solutions.

Rob Hallum
Ag Division Manager
661.859.2505

Mike Martens
Ag Relationship Manager
661.630.4903

661.859.2500 | missionbank.com

•
•
•
•

Mission Bank 1031 Exchange has managed over $1 billion in exchange transactions
Deposits are held at Mission Bank where strength, security and safety are foremost
Easy access to exchange transaction activity and monthly bank statements
Mission Bank provides loans to help accommodate 1031 Forward or Reverse Exchanges

Together, we deliver high quality people and service to get the job done. Let’s get to work!

Karen Clemans
1031 Exchange Officer
661.321.4820

Savannah Nunn
1031 Exchange Associate
661.859.2504
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Holloway Acquires Strategic Stake
in AgSoilworks

AgSoilworks tailors proprietary deep ripping and development techniques to specific soils and crops using its
Companies Partner to Launch ‘Soils patented Vibrosoiler ripping process, deep fertilizer mixing,
and bedding in a GPS-ripping, track-on-row
First’ Solutions for Ag Developments discing
pass. AgSoilworks’ proven soil conservation techniques
Press Release Provided by the Holloway Group
provide the best root zone soil conditions for optimal crop
The Holloway Group today announced it has acquired growth, increasing nutrient uptake and water efficiency
a strategic stake in California AgSoilworks, a precision with unrivaled results.
orchard and vineyard development company. Terms of “Teaming up with Holloway is a win-win for our growers,”
the agreement were not disclosed.
said AgSoilworks General Manager Randy Baranek.
The combined strength of the two companies delivers a “Along with gaining access to the high-quality soil
“soils first” sustainable solution for agriculture develop- amendments, growers can rest assured we’re providing
ments, expanding their complementary farm management their development with the best soil conditions to maximize
production and input efficiency. The efficiencies of the
services to growers throughout the Western U.S.
Vibrosoiler and AgSoilworks’ methods allow for precision
Founded in 2006, Paso Robles, Calif.-based AgSoilworks
development along the crop row, saving time and fuel,
is an agriculture land development company that leverages
and providing more relief to built-up soil compaction.”
patented ripping tools to provide precision development
solutions to commercial growers in California, Oregon In AgSoilworks’ typical two-pass process, the field is
opened deeper and wider than traditional ripping methods,
and Arizona.
creating ideal spacing for proper amendment application.
Founded in 1932 as H.M. Holloway Inc., a gypsum mine
No other development system provides the physical
located in Lost Hills, Calif., Holloway has grown into a
breakout that AgSoilworks delivers, allowing for tailored
multi-unit group with Holloway Agriculture focused
amendment plans that penetrate throughout the soil profile.
on providing sustainable soil solutions that help growers
Once compost, gypsum and other amendments are
improve crop health and production.
applied, AgSoilworks finishes the job with a final pass
Today, Holloway has expanded beyond being the
that effectively blends amendments with the native soil
trusted gypsum supplier to California’s top growers,
to create a homogeneous root zone and optimal growing
providing a host of other products and services, from
conditions for planting.
soil amendments to agronomy consulting, to complete
“In developing a field, you only have one shot to get
orchard redevelopment.
it right,” AgSoilworks President Randal Tomich said.
And while the strategic partnership is new this year, the
“By combining the strength of Holloway’s experience
companies have been working closely together since
in amending the soil with AgSoilworks’ track record of
2017 and are aligned with Holloway’s mission to provide
efficient root zone development, the grower can drastically
best-in-class, soil-first sustainable solutions to commercial
improve soil water holding capacity, input efficiencies, and
growers.
build up organic matter and establish uniform permanent
“We’re excited about the partnership because we know Crops quicker.”
firsthand how important soil health is, and developing
To complement its “soils first” solutions, Holloway in recent
the ground properly sets the foundation for future
years has made major investments in spreading, removal
seasons,” Holloway CEO Brian Maxted said. “The
and grinding equipment, developing a “Grave-to-Cradle”
traditional methods of development do an inadequate job
plan that allows growers to make one call for all their
of breaking up hard pans and relieving soil compaction
redevelopment needs.
while doing little to help blend inputs throughout the root
zone. The AgSoilworks development process allows for “We seek to partner with the grower, offering customized
further amendment of the physical characteristics of the solutions with superior attention to detail and service,”
soil, expanding the root zone while optimizing inputs said Jordan Burt, Vice President and Director of Farm
throughout it, and ultimately, improving soil health and Services for Holloway. “Our goal is to be the farmer’s
the overall growing environment for our customers.”
‘Easy Button’ when it comes to redevelopment.”

Cal-Organic Now Shipping Seasonal Celery & LimitedEdition Red Bunch Carrots for their colorful appearance, these ruby-colored
Press Release Provided by Grimmway Farms
Cal-Organic Farms, the largest producer of organic
vegetables in the US, is now shipping organic red
bunch carrots and celery from Coachella, CA. A
division of Grimmway Farms, Cal-Organic is offering
its exclusive red bunch carrots for a limited time
and supplies are expected to last through the Easter
holiday. Additionally, they expect to ship seasonal
celery through the end of this month.
“Outstanding sweet flavor is what makes our red
carrot variety truly unique. These specialty carrots
feature vibrant red color through the root and make
for beautiful plate presentation,” said Bob Borda,
Vice President of Organic Sales at Grimmway Farms.
The company is offering California-grown organic red
bunch carrots in 12 and 24-count cases with green tops
intact. Red carrots are an excellent source of vitamin A
and contribute to a balanced diet. Favored by shoppers
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roots are among the dozens of fresh carrot products
available from Grimmway and Cal-Organic Farms.

5600 Norris Road
Bakersfield, CA 93308
(661) 328-5755

Our goal is to highlight the great work our
growers put into growing their almonds.

At JSS Almonds we work diligently to deliver
continuously competitive and profitable returns
to our growers.
For more information contact us at:
Daniel Palla / Grower Relations Manager
(661) 345-6613 / daniel@jssalmonds.com
www.jssalmonds.com

DAILY AG NEWS
Rewind 98.1 FM is your source for Daily AG news!
From 4am-6am you can listen to daily Market report updates
from our “Market Line” and the award-winning
“Line on Agriculture report”. Rick Worthington can catch you up
on daily Cattle and Dairy info with the “Farm & Ranch report”.

“Celery quality looks great as well, with bright green
color and firm, crisp texture,” added Borda. CalOrganic offers their premium celery in 24, 30, 36,
and 48-count cases with bib ties or packed in sleeves.
They also sell 2-count celery hearts packed in sleeves,
available in 18-count cases. Low in calories but high
in vitamins and minerals, celery is a good source of
vitamin K, vitamin A and folate.
Cal-Organic’s seasonal red carrot and celery programs
are integrated with their year-round vegetable program
and Grimmway’s category-leading carrot business,
combining quality and convenience for customers.
Cal-Organic also offers robust merchandising support
and custom recipe content to help promote seasonal
and year-round items. For more information, call
Cal-Organic Sales at 661-845-3758 or reach out to
your sales representative.

Join us Monday-Friday 4am-6am for the valley’s largest
AG radio programs only on Rewind 98.1 FM
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Air District Provides Incentives to Valley
Ag Community for Cleaner Equipment

AG TRACTOR REPLACEMENT

» Up to 60% of the eligible cost of

new equipment
» Must scrap a Tier 0, Tier 1 or Tier 2 Ag Tractor

LOW-DUST NUT HARVESTER

» Up to 50% of the cost of the new equipment
» Eligible equipment must achieve at least 40%
reduction in PM

Low-dust nut harvester (San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District)

Submitted by the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution
Control District

AG PUMPS

» Up to 85% of the eligible cost
» Tier 3 diesel to Tier 4f diesel
» Tier 3 or Tier 4 Diesel to electric with
line extension

ELECTRIFIED DAIRY FEED MIXER

» Up to 65% of the total eligible

equipment cost
» Replace old diesel powered mixing
equipment with new electric equipment

ALTERNATIVES FOR BURNING
» Chipping with soil incorporation $600/acre
» Chipping without soil incorporation $300/acre
» Max incentive $60,000

Funding is available Valley-wide. Priority is given to operations
in the AB 617 communities.To check your address visit:

community.valleyair.org/checkshafter

QUESTIONS 559.230.5800 / grants@valleyair.org

Don’t wait, apply TODAY!
www.valleyair.org/grants

The District invites San Joaquin Valley
farmers, especially those in and near the
Air quality challenges in the San Joaquin Valley are city of Shafter, to apply for the following
unmatched by any other region in the nation. Due to programs:
its unique geography, topography, and meteorology, Tractor Replacement Program
the responsibility faced by the San Joaquin Valley Provides incentive funds for the replacement of in-use,
to meet federal health-based air quality standards off-road mobile equipment, engaged in agricultural
is a daunting one.
operations with Tier 0, 1 & 2 engines, for new, cleaner
Since 1992, the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution equipment with Tier 4 engines. Guidelines and
Control District has implemented a variety of the application materials are available here: http://
most ambitious air pollution control strategies in the valleyair.org/grants/tractorreplacement.htm.
nation. A wide-range of measures, including strict
Low-Dust Nut Harvester Replacement
regulations, public education and outreach, and robust
Program
incentive programs to deploy clean-air technologies
The harvesting of almonds and walnuts can create
have resulted in significant reductions in particulate
large dust plumes, which impact neighboring residents.
matter emissions and ground-level ozone.
The District has been working closely with the
Despite many air quality improvements, disadvan- agricultural community to evaluate new low-dust
taged communities in the San Joaquin Valley still technology nut harvesters.
suffer the burden of disproportionate levels of air
pollution when compared to other communities Assistance is now available for the replacement of
older, conventional harvesters with new, low-dust
throughout the state.
technology that reduces emissions by at least 40%
In 2017, the California legislature passed Assembly Bill from previous harvesters. Guidelines and application
(AB) 617, a statewide effort to monitor and reduce air
materials are available here: http://valleyair.org/
pollution and improve public health in disadvantaged
grants/low-dust-nut-harvester.htm.
communities through new community-focused and
community-driven actions. In 2018, the City of Shafter Alternative to Open Ag Burning Incentive
was selected as one of ten communities in California Program
most in need of assistance to improve health and air Provides as much as $600 per acre for a maximum
quality in the first year of AB 617 implementation. of $60,000, to chip or shred agricultural material
Subsequently, a community steering committee (CSC) and apply it back onto the land or into the soil. The
was formed in Shafter and comprised of community practice of applying the material back into the soil
residents, businesses, environmental advocates and as an amendment improves soil quality and fertility.
local government. The CSC has worked closely Guidelines and application materials are available
with the District and the California Air Resources here: http://valleyair.org/grants/alt-ag-burning.htm.
Board (CARB) to determine where resources for air
quality improvement are needed most and develop Ag Pump Replacement Program
a corresponding Community Emissions Reduction Provides incentives for engine replacement or repower
Program (CERP) that outlines measures for increased of agricultural irrigation pumps with as much as 85
incentives, enforcement and public outreach to achieve percent of the replacement cost when replacing diesel
or natural gas pumps with cleaner technology, such
emissions reductions in Shafter.
as new, cleaner diesel engines or electric motors.
Among these measures are increased incentive
Guidelines and application materials are available
dollars for agricultural operators in and near the
at http://valleyair.org/grants/agpump.htm.
city to replace higher-polluting equipment with
new, cleaner technology, further reducing emissions For further information on these and other grants
from combustion, open burning, and other activities available from the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution
that generate particulate matter in the form of dust Control District, visit www.valleyair.org/grants, or
and smoke.
call 559-230-5800.
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God’s Favor
By Sandy Mittelsteadt
Faith Contributor, Valley Ag Voice
Psalms 5:12 states: “For thou, LORD, wilt bless the
righteous; with favour wilt thou compass him as
with a shield.”
This is a promise from God to you! In fact, Martin
Luther quoted this verse when he was walking to
meet Cardinal Cajetan, who had summoned him
to answer for his heretical beliefs at Augsburg. As
Martin Luther and one of the Cardinal’s associates
were walking, the associate asked Luther what would
happen to him if his patron, the Elector of Saxony,
should desert him? Luther’s answer was “under the
shield of heaven!” And, you might be thinking that
Martin Luther was a righteous man and surely God
would protect him, but I am not that righteous. Allow
me to assure you that, according to God’s way of
thinking, you are righteous. As a follower of God, it
is not your righteousness, but His righteousness that
covers you. Thus, this verse in Psalms is very much a
verse for you and me. This is a favorite verse of mine
and I pray this verse several times a day. To my way of
thinking, you cannot have too much favor from God.
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the Pharaoh’s guard, who promoted him to oversee
his household.
• (Test) Potiphar’s wife tried to seduce him, he refused,
and she accused him of rape and he was put in
prison.
• (Favored) In prison, the warden put Joseph in
charge of all the other prisoners.
• (Favored) Pharaoh had a dream and Joseph
interpreted that dream, so Pharaoh made him
the highest ruling official of the kingdom of Egypt.
As you can tell, Joseph had favor in all kinds of
circumstances. Because of this favor, he saved his
family and the Jewish people.

Another example for this verse in the Bible was
Ruth. She was not a Israelite, but rather a Gentile
from Moab and all she had in the way of favor was
a poor mother-in-law, as both her husband and her
father-in-law had died. She and her mother-in-law
decide to travel back to the Promised Land, specifically
the town of Bethlehem, to find protection. They arrive
in Bethlehem in a state of terrible poverty, but Ruth
wins the love of Boaz through her kindness. She is
being, in fact, both favored and protected by God,
through her relationship with Boaz. In the Book of
Matthew, Ruth is one of five women mentioned in
the genealogy of Jesus. I would say that Ruth was
not only favored, but she was highly favored. So in
When I first read this verse, I decided to test it out the Bible, we can find both Jews and Gentiles and
by using people from the Bible and I wanted to see both men and women being favored and compassed
if I could find God favoring both Jews and Gentiles about as with a shield.
and both men and women. I asked myself, how were
they favored by God? The best person I found as an I would encourage you to take this word of God in
example of a Jew and a man to use for this verse is Psalms 5:12 and apply it to your life. Test to see if it
Joseph. You might not think that Joseph was favored works. I personally have taken this test and I have
seen God work in miraculous ways in my life! I would
by God, but he was!
like to tell you of one of my stories about God’s favor
• (Favored) He was his father’s favorite son and his on my life. As my husband and I were traveling in
father gave him a coat of many colors.
Morocco several summers ago, I received a call from
• (Test) His brothers threw him in a pit and sold the Association of Career and Technical Education.
him into slavery,
They told me they had just been awarded a grant from
• (Favored) He was sold to Potiphar, the captain of the Gates Foundation to hire a consultant to head up
their Coalition for Workforce Development through
CTE. I didn’t even know about the grant and had
not participated in writing it. There were literally
thousands of qualified people all over America who
could consult for this grant, but ACTE located near
Washington, DC, reached out to me living across
the country. This had to be a God-thing, because
I had prayed and asked God for the opportunity to
work after I retired from being the Principal of the
Career and Technical High School in Taft. I had
not applied for any positions nor told anyone that I
was looking for work. I had only told people that I
was retiring and had prayed.
I believe that God will also work in miraculous ways
in your life. Think of places where you don’t have
favor and pray Psalms 5:12 daily. Where do you
need God’s favor – with your family, your business
dealings, your job, or promotions? Allow God to
open doors for you.

Free Mulch!
Farm ♦ Business ♦ Home ♦ Garden

Mulch Can Help So Much!
Reduces Erosion
Reduces Overexposure
Reduces Water Evaporation
Reduces Overwatering
Reduces Wilting

Bakersfield Compost Facility
6 6 1 - 8 3 5 - 8 8 7 3 ♦ 2 6 0 1 S M T Ve r n o n AV E

Available In Bulk
Every Day ♦ 7 AM – 4 PM

OUR TWO CENTS
PODCAST

Providing you wisdom and actionable advice
about Finance, Investing, Real Estate, Income
Taxes, Insurance, and the Law. Featuring local
business and community leaders discussing
relevant topics that matter to you.

OurTwoCentsPodcast.com
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CALIFORNIA’S LARGEST
VOLUME
DEALER

COMMERCIAL TRUCKS
2020 GMC Sierra 2500 - Utility Bed
• Royal Safe and Secure Pkg
• Royal 8’ Utility Bed
• Regular Cab
• V8 6.6 L Gas
• Trailering Pkg

AS LOW AS:

$47,933

1 at this net price ID# C20104

2020 GMC SAVANA - Passenger Van
• Remote Keyless Entry
• 12 Passengers
• V6 4.3L Gas
• 3500

AS LOW AS:

$33,725

1 at this net price ID# G200835

2021 GMC SIERRA 1500 SLT
• 20” Polished Aluminum Wheels
• Crew Cab
• SLT Premium Pkg
• V8 5.3L Gas

AS LOW AS:

$45,740

1 at this net price ID# G210009

2020 GMC SIERRA 1500 SLE
• Double Cab
• Preferred Pkg
• SLE Value Pkg
• Trailering Pkg
• All Terrain Tires
• 4WD, V8 5.3L Gas

Save up to $6,450!
from MSRP

$ 53,583
Dealer Retail Price:
MC Discount:
-$ 2,000
Fleet Discount:
-$ 1,900
Business Choice:
-$ 750
-$ 1,000
ABC:
*Needs GMC Fleet Account.
***Must be current ABC Member.

Save up to $7,200!
from MSRP

Dealer Retail Price:
$ 40,925
MC Discount:
-$ 2,000
Fleet Discount:
-$ 3,800
Business Choice:
-$ 400
NAHB:
-$ 1,000
*Needs GMC Fleet Account.
***Must be current ABC Member.

Save up to $6,300!
from MSRP

Dealer Retail Price:
$ 52,040
MC Discount:
-$ 1,000
Fleet Discount:
-$ 3,900
Business Choice:
-$ 400
ABC:
-$ 1,000
*Needs GMC Fleet Account.
***Must be current ABC Member.

Save up to $8900!
from MSRP

USED TRUCKS!

HEAVY DUTY VEHICLES
2016 GMC Sierra 3500HD - Service Body
• Tire Service Truck
• Liftgate
• V8, 6 Spd, Auto
• Low Miles
• One Previous Owner
SALES PRICE:

$32,990

1 at this net price ID# PC552396

2018 Ford Transit 250 - Cargo Van
• Rear Vision Camera
• V6, 3.7L, Gas
• 6 Spd, Auto
• RWD, ABS Brakes

SALES PRICE:

$28,790

1 at this net price ID# PM570621

2018 RAM 2500 Laramie - Commercial
• 6 Spd, Auto
• 6.7L I6 Turbodiesel
• 4WD, ABS Brakes
• 4D Crew Cab
• 3.73 Axle Ratio

SALES PRICE:

$58,495

1 at this net price ID#PM569751

Farm Bureau Member?
Call Us for Special Pricing

AS LOW AS:

$40,215

MARCH 2021

1 at this net price ID# G200942

$ 49,115
Dealer Retail Price:
MC Discount:
-$ 4,000
Fleet Discount:
-$ 3,500
Business Choice:
-$ 400
-$ 1,000
ABC:
*Needs GMC Fleet Account.
***Must be current ABC Member.

(833) 706-0677

All ad prices exclude government taxes, any dealer document preparation charge, and any emission testing charge. Offer expires 3/31/2021
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